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Resonant tunneling spectroscopy is used to investigate the cnergy leve1 spectrum of a wide 
potential well in the presence of a large magnetic field oriented at  angles 0 between 0' and 
90' t o  the norma1 to  the  plane of the  well. The systeni used for the investigation is a 
double barrier resonant tunneling device incorporating a wide GaAs quantuin well and two 
(A1Ga)As tunnel barriers. In the tilted field geometry, t1he current-voltage characteristics 
exhibit a large number of quasi-periodic resonant peaks, even though the classical motion of 
electrons in the potential well is chaotic. T h e  voltage range and spacing of the  resonances 
both cl-iange drainatically with 8. We give a quantitative explanation for this behaviour 
by considering the classical period of unstable periodic orbits within the chaotic sea of the  
potential well. 

The quantum mechanical description of classically 

chaotic systems is one of tlie most interesting and chal- 

lenging problems i11 contemporary physics[i~2]. An im- 

pressive body of theoretical work already exists. In 

particular, the periodic classical orbits which can ex- 

ist in the  chaotic regime have been related to both the  

energy levels and wavef~mctions of the corresponding 

quantum mechanical picture[1,21. However, t o  date the 

range of experiments studying quantum cham lias been 

limited. Most experimental work has focused on the  

spectroscopy of the highly excited states of atoms in 

high magnetic fieldsL3] and on the ionisation of atoms 

in strong microwave f i e l d ~ [ ~ I .  In condensed matter 

physics, recent experiments have explored t,he effect of 

chaos on quantum t r a n ~ ~ o r t [ ~ - ~ ] .  

In this paper we describe a new and flexible experi- 

ment for studying electrons in a quantum mechanically 

confined system under conditions when their motion is 

classically chaotic. Fig 1(a) shows two potential barri- 

ers, with a uniform electric field l? along tlie normal to  
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the barrier interfxes (-E I (  .?). Electrons moving clas- 

sicdly hetween the barriers undergo specular reflection 

froni the left-hand (einitter) and right-hand (collector) 

barrier. If a magnetic field I? is applied a t  an angle 

O = O or O = 90' t o  2 the electron orbits are periodic. 

At intermediate t,ilt angles the electron motion com- - 
prises a conshnt  acceleration along B and a cycloidal 

drift in the orthogonal plane. Specular reflection a t  the 

barrier interfa.ces repeatedly resets the  boundary condi- 

tions for the cycloidal motion and,  when the cyclotron 

radius is sufficiently small, produces orbital segments 

which rapidly becorne uncorrelated and are collectively 

chaotic. For general initial velocity at  the emitter bar- 

rier, the  niotion is aperiodic. However, as shown in Fig. 

2(a), unstable periodic orbit,s do occur for certain start- 

ing velocities. If the initial velocity is changed by only 

0.1%, as in Fig. 2(b), the niotion becomes rapidly irreg- 

ular. This extreme sensitivity to  the  initial conditions 

is the  defining characteristic of classical chaos. 

At high quantum numbers (n 220) the 

energy-leve1 spectrum of the  potentiai well is very 

~ o i n ~ l i c a t e c l [ ~ ~  corresponding to the classically chaotic 

domain. By incorpora.ting the potential well and sur- 



Figure 1: (a) l'lan view of tlie classical double barrier system 
in the tilted fidd geometry. (b) Schematic conduction band 
profile of a resonant tunneling diode. Tlie liat,clied region 
represents t,he 2D accumiilation layer. 

Figure 2: (a) Projection on tlie x-y plane of a star-shaped 
periodic orbit in a 120 nm wide potent,ial well with E = 
2.3 x 10' Vm-', B = 11.4T, and 0 = 20'. (h) IE the starting 
speed is clianged by O . l % ,  tlie orbit is irregular over the time 
interval corres?onding to 50 traversals of tlie periodic orbit 
in (a). 

rouncling barriers in a double-barrier tunnel structure, 

t,he energy leve1 pattern is qualitatively unchanged but 

we may now probe this spectrum using resonant tun- 

neling spectroscopy. 

Our structure consists of a GaAs quantum well of 

width 11; = 120 nm enclosed by two Alo .4Ga~ ,6As  tun- 

nel barriers of thickness b = 5.6 nm (Fig l(b)) .  Full 

details of the layer composition are given e l s e ~ h e r e [ ~ I .  

Electrons tunnel into the quantum well from the oc- 

cupied states of a two-dimensional accumulation layer. 

The resonant peaks in the current-voltage characteris- 

tic I ( V )  are superimposed on a monotonically increas- 

ing background which we suppress by taking second 

derivative plots, d2 1 / d v 2 .  Fig 3 shows measurements 

of dC/dV = S21/dV2 for a range of tilt angles with 

B = 11.4T. 

At O = O ,  a. series of resonant tunneling peaks is ob- 

served with a voltage spacing A V  E 30 mv[lO]. The 

beating, a t  around 550 m V  and 850 mV,  is due to 

ai1 "over the barrier" quantum interference effect a t  

the collector harrier[lO]. Oscillatory structure in I (V)  

persists up to tilt angles of just over 50°, but  it de- 

crea,ses in amplitude and changes its periodicity with 

increasing 0. For O 5 O < 10' the voltage separation 

AV decreases gradually as cos2 O. This behaviour can 

be understood semic las s i ca~~y[~~] :  in a Iarge magnetic 

field tilted a t  sinal1 angles, the electrons orbit about 

the inagnetic field direction so that  the effective traver- 

sal length (effective well width) becomes w/ cos 0.  At 

larger tilt angles the oscillatory structure changes dra- 

matica.11~. In pa.rticular, a.t 0 = 15O, the spacing, A V ,  

of tlie oscilla.t:ions decreases by a factor of - 2 to a 

value of - 12 inV a t  volta.ges above - 460 mV,  with 

the more widely spaced oscillations persisting a t  lower 

bias. The boundary between these two regions is very 

distinct arid inoves steadily to lower bias with increas- 

ing angle. At O > 25': the shorter period oscillations 

dominate the I (V)  curves in the range of voltage up 

to  800 mV. For 15' < O < 50°, their period is almost 

constant. For angles between 50' and 70°, no regular 
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oscillatory structure is observed. For 0 > 70' a new se- 

ries of much more widely-spaced oscill&ions is observed 

800 iil dG/dV. The volt,age separation of these resonances 

400 
decreases a.s O approxhes  90°, c.f. Figs 3(e) & (f). 

O In a. classical picture, electrons in the potential well 

-400 execute regular lielical orbit,s for O = O(Fig 3(a)) and 

-800 sltipping orbits for 0 = 90' (Fig 3(f)). Quantisation of 

40 these orbits iil t,he quasiclassical regime gives an  energy- 

20 leve1 splitting A E  = h./T, where T is the periodic time 

O for return to  the emitter barrier. This is related to  

-20 
the volt,age separa.tioi1 between adjacent peaks in the 

clG/clV plots by A V  = fAç/e ,  where the factor f - 2 
-40 

depends o11 the potential distribution in the structure. 

10 The 1a.rger A V  values a t  0 = 90° compared with 0 = 

O 
O are a.ttributable to the shorter return times of the 

h skipping orbits[12]. 
2 -10 

E 
V Although the energy spectrum of a classically 

Figure 3: rlG/dV plots for a resonant. tiinneling diode con- 
taining a 120 nm wide quantuin well witli B = 11.4T and (a) 
0 = 0°, (b) 6' = 15', (c )  6' = 20°, (d) 6' = 40°, ( e )  6' = 8 0 ° ,  
(f) 0 = 90'. Tlie resonances are related to tlie classical 
periodic orbits (inset) projected onto the x-y plane. 

cha,otic systein is complex, regular clusterings of Iev- 

els occur which are related to  the unstable periodic or- 

bit-s of tlie system. This produces oscillatory structure 

iil the smootliecl density of states and the energy pe- 

riod A t p  is related to the unstable orbit period Tp hy 

At,, = / I / T ~ ~ " ~ .  Our experin~ents probe the density of 

states of tlie clua.iltum mel1 so the voltage spacings AV 

are directly related to the unstable periodic orhits by 

AV = fh/eT,, . We liave therefore used numerical sim- 

ulations to sea.rc11 for periodic orbits in a potential well 

which has impenetrable barriers but  is otherwise iden- 

tical to tha t  in the device. The  starting velocities a t  

the emitter barrier are chosen to be consistent with the  

momenta of the occupied stat,es in the  accumulation 

layer. The  orbita.1 paths are then obtained by numer- 

ical solution of Newton's equa.tions, including specular 

reflection a t  t,hc barrier interfaces. For O < 15', the 

allowed periodic orbits are a11 modified corkscrew tra- 

ject,ories which collide only once with each barrier per 

period, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We stress that  Fig. 4 

shows projectioils of the orbits in the x-y plane and that  

tlie orbits are in fact three-dimensioiial corkscrew seg- 

ments. When O = 15', modified corkscrew orbits exist 
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for V < 5I10 niV. In addition, a. secorid type of periodic 

orbit occurs, a.s sliown in Fig. 4(b) for V = 200 mV. 

Electrons i1 these orbits n d e  two successive collisions 

with the ccillector barrier before returiling to tlieir start- 

ing point cln tlie einitter bxr ier .  The pat,h between t,he 

two successive collisions oii the collector barrier (dotted 

curve in Fig. 4(b)) almost intersects witli. the einitter 

barrier. Tlie period To for these orbits is a.lmost twice 

that  for tt.e modified corkscrew orbits. However, for 

V = 200 inV, TD - 1.2 11s is mucli greater t h n  tlie 

L 0  phonoii ernission rate r ~ o  - 0.2 11s[13] of liot elec- 

trons in GaAs. At this low voltage the energy-leve1 

clusters corresponding to  t,he classical period-doublecl 

orbit are tlierefore not resolved in the clG/clV plot. As 

V is increaçed, the orbital segrnent between successive 

collisions v itli the collector barrier is pulled away from 

the emitter barrier so tha t  tlie tota.1 path lengtli and or- 

bital period 110th fall. The  closely-spaced energy level 

clusters associated witli the period-doubled orbit dom- 

inate tlie resonant. structure in dG/clV for V > 500 

niV, when TD becon~es compa.rable witl-i TLO The or- 

bital path i,lien passes close to  the centre of the quail- 

t u m  well between successive collisions with the collect,or 

barrier as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 4(c). Elect,rons in 

these star-shaped orbits therefore trave1 almost twice 

tlie distancc in the x-direction as electrons in tlie mod- 

ified corksc:ew orbits. Tlie period for tlie star-sha.ped 

orbits (0.6 ps for V = 400 mV! O = 20') is alniost 

twice tliat f x  the corltscrew orbits (0.37 ps for V = 400 

mV, O = 2C0). The separation of energy level clusters 

corresponding to the star-sliaped orbits is therefore a.p- 

proximatel) half tha t  for the corltscrew orbits. This 

is the origiii of the recluction of A V  by a factor - 2, 

wliich is observed wit,h increasing voltage for tilt angles 

in the  range 15' 5 0 5 24'. From the above orbital 

periods we d c u l a t e  values of AV = 28 mV and 17 mV 

for resonantes associated mith t,he corltscrew and star- 

shaped orbits respectively. Tliese values are in good 

agreement ~ r i t h  the measured peak spacings of 30 mV 

and 12 rnV. Within the allowed range of initial veloci- 

Figure 4: Periodic classical orbit,s calculated for a 120 nm 
wide well (B = 11.4T and 6 = 20') projected onto the x-y 
plane. At low electric fields the corkscrew orbits (a) coexist 
with the period-doubled orbits (b). At high electric fields 
only tlie star-shaped orbits (c) exist. 

ties the corltscrew and star-shaped orbits coexist over a 

limited range of O and bias and the two periods observed 

iil dG/clV a t  around 350 mV for O = 20' provide evi- 

dente for this. Similar star-shaped orbits occur for tilt 

angles in the range 15' < 6 < 50' and account for a11 

the liigh- frequency resonant structure (AV - 15 mV) 

in clG/clV. Although the shape of the orbits changes 

witli O and V, the topology does not (compare Figs. 

3(b)-(d)), and the period remains N 0.6 ps, which ac- 

counts for the slow variation of AV. 

For 50' < O < 70°, the classical star-shaped or- 

bit,s are replaced by more complicated periodic orbits. 

However tlie period of these orbits greatly exceeds T L ~  

so that  no regular structure is resolved in dG/dV. For 
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O > 70°, B, is sufficiently liigh tliat tlie electrons in 

classical periodic orbits niake several skips along the 

ernitter barrier before traversing the well, as shown in 

Fig. 3(e). The total orbit,al periocl Tp = 3 ps is inuch 

greater tlian TLO so  that  the associatecl energy leve1 

clusters are not resolved. However, the time interval 

r, of each sliip along t,lie einitter harrier (0.08 ps for 

Q = $O0 a.nd V = 590 mV) is almost 40 times sinaller 

tlian ?;, . We can give a qua1itita.ti1.e explanat~ion for 

tlie gradual reduction of A V  wit>h increasing 6' > 70' 

by using tlie skipping times r, ratlier tl-ian tjhe tottal or- 

bital period to determine the spacing of the clusters in 

tlie energy eigenvalue spectrurn of tlie quaritum well. 

I t  sliould be noted tliat tlie range of allowecl startiiig 

velocities does not give perfectly periodic orbits over tlie 

entire range of B a.nd applied ~roltage. However orbits 

which are a ln~os t  periodic over several L0 plionon einis- 

si011 times (> 10 ps) do occur over the measured range 

of tilt aiigles and bias volta.ges. Most of tlie resonant 

structure in I (V)  is presuniably due to  tliese alinost- 

periodic orbits. 

In suinmary, we Iiave sho~vn tliat tlie cla.ssica1 mo- 

tion of electrons in a potential well is cliaotic in the 

presence of a tiltecl niagnetic field. Our studies liigh- 

light the potential of resonant magiietotuiineling spec- 

troscopy for studying chaos iii a system wliicli shows 

clear quantuni behaviour. The  resonances which ap- 

pear in the current-volt*a.ge characteristics a.re associ- 

ated with the periodic unstahle orbits of tlie electrons 

in tlie quantuni well. These are ana.logous to the quasi- 

Landau re~onances[ '~] in t,he absorption spectrum of 

highly excited, classically clmotic Iiydrogen at,oms in 

strong magnetic fields. However, in our structilres the 

device paranieters can l ~ e  tailored so tliat: in a classical 

picture, the electrons are iiijected into periodic n&i% 

with specified topologies and return times. 
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